CASE STUDY

Personal Technician

Improved brand perception and increased NPS: This
is how we helped the Swedish telecom giant Telia
offer tech support all the way into their customers’
home.
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At TechBuddy, we know the customer
journey is full of gaps.

We launched TechBuddy based on an identified service gap in the
consumer electronics industry. Our founders had seen first hand
how customers experienced problems with installation and usage
of their new tech devices. This led to the realization: when brands
leave a gap in the customer journey the moment it comes to putting
devices into operations, they are basically telling the customer to buy
somewhere else.


TechBuddy aims to solve this gap by providing personalized tech
support in the comfort of the customers’ home, to meet their needs
and complete the customer journey. By doing so, we help brands
bring more value to their customers.


The challenge - tackling tech anxiety

Telia is the biggest Telco in the Nordics, with 35% market share and
over 6 million customers. In 2017 they conducted a market study
showing 8 out of 10 people in Sweden experience tech anxiety. The
study also showed that households in Sweden have an average of 13,7
connected tech gadgets in their house. The average Swede spends
4,7 hours a month trying to get their tech to work.  


Subsequently, a demand from Telia´s customers arose, and the telco
was on a lookout for a realistic and affordable solution to meet their
needs. By partnering with TechBuddy and offering their customers
personalised tech support, Telia improved their NPS and customer
perception. Here’s how we did it.
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EXAMPLES MARKETING

The solution

With the help of TechBuddy’s pool of tech experts, Telia could offer their
customers on-demand & on-site technical support in their homes. TechBuddy
acts both as the service agent, performing the tasks, and as the back office,
managing and supporting customers and service agents. Like this, we helped
Telia fill the gap in their customer journey. The service is personal, with tailored
advice and recommendations based on each customer's needs. What better
name to call the partnership than Personal Technician*?


Almedalen - great branding
opportunity


Almedalen is considered one of the most
important political forums in Swedish
politics with speeches, seminars and over 1
700 participating companies. For three
years, Telia has provided an area with
Buddies helping people on sight. 
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By portraying everyday situations
surrounding tech and tech problems, Telia
and Personlig Tekniker created recognition
in the target audience. 


*in Swedish: “Personlig Tekniker”.

Together with Telia’s marketing team, we created nation-wide campaigns
where we showed how easy it is to get peace of mind when tech hassles
occur: just call your personal technician from Telia, powered by TechBuddy.
This included TV campaigns, digital ads, events, video, Social Media, store
exposure and more. Humour was added to create recognition and relevance. 
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RESULT AFTER PILOT
The result
By creating a personalized service and reaching the target audience
by relevant marketing, we improved Telia’s NPS by 42% after a four
month pilot. The service was long-awaited and modern, according to
the target audience. It also cultivated a positive customer perception;
after using the TechBuddy service, 31% of customers had a more
positive perception of the Telia brand.


After three years of working together with TechBuddy, Personal
Technician has developed to become the preferred service for loyal
customers, trusting TechBuddy and Telia with their tech issues.


To this day, Telia is one of our closest partners. Personal technician is
completely in line with the rapid technological development and
enables a connected and worry-free life for Telias customers.


“

We want to introduce our customers to all the possibilities of a
connected life; whether it's fast internet connection or the latest
entertainment. For us, the experience of our services is important.
With the help of TechBuddy, we can ensure that our customers get
started and that the technology works in the best way possible.

Robin Lantz

Product Manager Telia
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Offering a service for your product can be complicated. This is why we
designed a unique platform for managing high volumes of services for our
customers. Now, we help tech giants extend their customer journey and offer
on-site support at scale. 


Want to get started? Get in touch with us today, so we can
understand your challenges and get to know more about
you.


Sara Albihn

Partnership Manager

sara.albihn@techbuddy.se

